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Aspex® Printed  
Wall Protection
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Aspex® Printed Wall Protection 
It’s not just a wall. It’s a canvas.
Your image, your branding, your statement. Give your walls a purpose and expand their longevity with Aspex® Printed 
Wall Protection. Aspex gives you total design freedom while protecting your walls from damage, so you can feel good 
knowing your art will be preserved for years to come. 

Want to get started on your canvas? Turn the page for ideas and inspiration!

Durable 
With Aspex®, you get the 
high-impact durability of PETG 
wall protection to keep your 
walls safe from damage. 

Vivid
Because your graphic is 
back-printed onto clear sheet, 
your image is vivid and won’t 
get scratched over time.

Custom
You select the image*, we bring it to 
life. Use your own custom artwork, 
photography, or choose from one of 
our pre-designed patterns.

*You must have the legal right to use any image you would like to have printed. Inpro respects the intellectual 
property rights of others and reserves the right to request verification of any image submitted for print.

©Robert Benson  
Photography

©Dan Schwalm

©Dan Schwalm
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Healthcare
Reception Areas
Waiting Rooms
Corridors
Patient Rooms Provide comfort with 

uplifting imagery in 
waiting areas

Incorporate biophilic 
design for improved 
patient well-being

©Robert Benson Photography
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Hospitality
Guest Rooms
Meeting Rooms
Fitness Rooms
Lobbies

Have as a 
centerpiece in your 

hotel lobby 

Use as a wayfinding 
tool for your guests 
to know what floor 

they are on
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Education
Corridors
Cafeterias
Classrooms
Gymnasiums

Inspire students 
in their learning 

environment

Showcase school 
spirit and motivate 
your team to win 

the big game!
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Mixed Use
Retail
Corporate Offices
Airports
Restaurants

Inspire travelers 
with imagery of 

destinations from 
around the world

Add a pop of color 
to an open space in 
your office building
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Inkling

Blue Gray | A003

Cashmere | A002

Light Gray | A001

Persimmon | A004

Soft Green | A005

Prairie

Blue Gray | A023

Cashmere | A022

Light Gray | A021

Persimmon | A024

Dark Gray | A025

Bloom

Blue Gray | A028

Cashmere | A027

Light Gray | A026

Persimmon | A029

Soft Green | A030

Entwine

Aquamarine | A019

Cashmere | A017

Light Gray | A016

Blue Gray | A018

Dark Gray | A020

Interstellar

Aquamarine | A008

Cashmere | A007

Light Gray | A006

Persimmon | A009

Soft Green | A010

Drift

Blue Gray | A013

Cashmere | A012

Light Gray | A011

Persimmon | A014

Soft Green | A015

Pre-designed  
Aspex® Standard Patterns
The beauty of Aspex® is the ability to bring any image to life, but we 
also offer several pre-designed patterns to choose from.

Order FREE samples at inpro.com for a more accurate color representation.
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The details.
Specifications
Material: PETG
Thickness: .040” (1mm)
Supplied in 4’ x 10’ sheets
Installs with clear caulk to eliminate need for trim pieces
Utilizing a colored caulk can be complementary to a color from the graphic
Painting the back wall to match the background of the panel is recommended
ASTM D4060 Taber Abrasion Resistance
ASTM F476-84 Impact Resistance (66 lbs)
ASTM D-543 Chemical and Stain Resistance
ASTM D6578 Graffiti Resistance
ASTM G21 & ASTM G22 Fungal and Bacterial Resistance
NFPA Class A Fire Rating

Other Applications
Aspex® can be used with other products from Inpro, including square 
edge wall panels, elevator interiors, headwalls and wall art. 

Image Selection
We subscribe to Getty Images, Shutterstock and Adobe Stock. These 
sites offer endless options for both photographic images and vector 
graphics for you to choose from. If you are looking for something 
more unique, we also work with several professional, nationally known 
photographers who have a wide variety of content available.

Get Started
Aspex printed graphics are custom created to meet the unique needs of 
your project.  Accordingly, the up-front process of image selection, sample 
fabrication, drawing approvals, field verification and potential revisions 
requires planning, coordination and time. Please contact us regarding your 
project as early as possible so we begin assisting you to ensure a smooth 
and successful project. Call us at 1-800-222-5556 to get started!
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obsessed with protecting buildings® 

How they look. How they function.  
And how they protect the health and safety 
of the people who use them every day.

That’s why we make hundreds of architectural 
products all under one roof and work tirelessly to 
make sure you and your buildings succeed.

Yeah, we are obsessed. But we wouldn’t 
have it any other way.

inpro.com

800.222.5556
World Headquarters 
S80 W18766 Apollo Drive
Muskego, WI 53150 USA

IPC® Door + Wall Protection
Ascend® Elevator Interiors
WT Shade® Commercial Window Treatments
Clickeze® Privacy Systems
Endurant® Washroom Systems
SignScape® Architectural Signage
JointMaster® Expansion Joint Systems
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